
HUMILITY and ATTACHMENT – part 4. 
 

 And this is the moment when the stone ball of Attachment begins to form in those 

human beings  to the easy-won power and wealth however it is not their work, it is not their 

honesty, their courage, their dedication, their morality and their inner strength but it is only 

their head of pride of superiority, greed, power, haughtiness and arrogance.  

 And precisely because there is no work and effort of that human being, there is no deep 

understanding and knowledge of morality and Cosmic principles and they create this Attachment 

very easily because that sense of power will seduce them and they will become obsessed with that 

power and that is why they do not see when it is necessary to stop.  

 The change often comes from below once the majority of human beings who are oppressed , 

will understand it all.   

 But it happens that from time to time, change also comes from above when that human 

being becomes CONSCIOUS and accepts RESPONSIBILITY for his decisions.  

 As an example of these beings in the  human history, I will give you just women: Matilda of 

Tuscany, Elizabeth I - Queen of England, Maria Theresa but of course there were many others but 

these are close to you in terms of the time they lived, it is not so long ago that you couldn't grasp it. 

These women were then able to make decisions in favour of the nation they ruled. 

 When Attachment takes away the freedom of an individual who, however, can concentrate 

an unimaginably great power in his hands, subsequently thus takes away the freedom of an 

unimaginably large number of human beings.  

 And this energetically creates Attachment in your society in the large. 

 And the energy that nourishes this Attachment is the energy of the feeling of  

,,HAVING POWER,, over the other and possessing everything that the other cannot.  

 It is a feeling that everything belongs only to me, just to me and the feeling that I 

have the power over everything and only I, myself decide about everything.  

 This is the feeling that energetically nourishes Attachment. 

 And if this energy - of Attachment, of this feeling, someone creates in himself, he 

immediately ceases to see that it takes away the sacred right of the other human beings 

to decide for themselves, their life, their being and death. 

  And this human being can not see this objective truth. 

 The truth is hidden beneath that Attachment because he has a very profound 

belief in himself that it is his sacred right to make decisions about other human beings 

about their lives, their being and their death.    

 Thus, many times in the history of life on Mother Earth, a single human being alone decides 

about the end of all civilization, the elimination of small nations, the termination of another state, 

simply because he has the belief that he has the right to do so.  

 And this human being has immense pride, superiority and arrogance and has no Humility or 

Respect for Life as such.  

 If such a human being comes to power, so in your society, a lot of human beings will die 

because human life as such has no value at all.  

 And know that this is behind every single war, every single war conflict that has existed 

throughout the history of mankind on Mother Earth.   

 As an example of these beings from the recent history of mankind, let name the following: 



Napoleon, Hitler, or Stalin.  

 To change this, first of all, you need to start by yourself.  

 You need to understand that you have allowed them to take away your 

FREEDOM and the sacred right to decide for yourself, about your life, about 

being and about death and if you understand it, first, you need to FORGIVE 

yourself because only when you can give FORGIVENESS to yourself, you can 

take RESPONSIBILITY for doing so.  

 Then you will receive as a gift of MERCY and COMPASSION that will 

bring you the ability to FORGIVE  it to others too.  

 And this is a closed circle because only through COMPASSION and 

MERCYFUL FORGIVENESS can you dissolve the energies of the Attachment 

that you have created on Mother Earth in your human society with your own 

heads of pride and any head of pride because every single head of pride creates 

this Attachment.  

 And as the Earth Mother's vibrations and her energy have increased, there is no longer any 

need for individuals or mankind, to live lives and gain experience through suffering but you can 

gain experience and get to know yourself by experiencing other qualities so you can start to get to 

know yourself through joy, playfulness, tenderness, lovingness, patience, harmony, belonging, 

creativity because the Universe has abundance, wealth and prosperity for all and therefore for each 

one of you. 

  And now it's time for YOU that you also allow it to yourself.  

  

(There was a wonderful energy that spread like heat from my heart all over my  body.)  

 To do so, accept your RESPONSIBILITY for yourself and for your life in 

the broader context.  

 Accept the gift of MERCY, COMPASSION and FORGIVENESS and 

through FORGIVENESS to yourself and others you can transform all these 

energies into LOVE through this FORGIVENESS.  

 It is a chance which the Mother Earth as a conscious and intelligent being, 

is offering to you Here and Now and it is up to you, your free choice of each one 

of you, to decide of your heart, within you to accept it and to renew in LOVE, 

the Harmony of Being on Mother Earth as it was at the beginning because you 

are all absolutely Equal to each other and at the same time different in your 

uniqueness beings born in LOVE, with LOVE and for LOVE in order to 

CONSCIOUSLY experience LOVE and yourself here on Mother Earth.  

 And so it is. Amen.  

 Now remember that you create this Attachment not only for material 

things but also for people, children, friends, lovers, lovers, parents, mothers, 

fathers or any human being to whom you attach to and you  are able to  create 

this attachment to anyone and you will. 

 Realize that no human being is the property of any other human being.  



 And the  line when your Love turns into Attachment  is very thin.  

 The hell that you then create to yourself and to the other human being in your lives is 

through the obsession with which your Attachment grows. 

 You need to learn to respect EQUALITY and not just your own but of all beings in their 

Equal right to live, their Equal right to be Free, their Equal right to decide freely and in their Equal 

Right to love and be loved without conditions not only of yourself but also of the other human 

beings.  

 To prevent this from happening fear uses precisely your pride and its nine heads which you 

will very easily form in yourself because you are giving a very large space to WANTING MORE in 

your life that comes from your ego. At the same time, you provide a very limited space for your 

soul and your heart in which the humble longing of your soul is stored.  

 You confuse wanting with humble longing because you do not know what HUMILITY 

means and you do not know what it means to LONG for something.  

 The thing is, you want it now, immediately and as you say:,, yesterday, was already too 

late,,.   

 LONGING means that you are willing to give it TIME 

and at the same time you have the PATIENCE to wait for it.  
There is no ego wanting. 

 At present, however, mankind just WANTS.  

 THE DESIRE has disappeared from your society.  

 This is an energy expression of what is your society expressing.  

 It is precisely because you WANT all NOW and IMMEDIATELY that you 

do not look at the needs of others but only on your own and so in your society 

the selfishness, aggression and recklessness grow. These are all attributes that 

support the power of one over the other.  

 I have already explained to you that what YOU create within you then will 

be mirrored in your society and YOU cannot see that just by this  WANTING, 

selfishness, recklessness and arrogance of power, you are returning energetically 

to the point where ENSLAVEMENT will return into your society.  

 And it does not matter in what form the Enslavement will be formed 

whether in slavery,  or serfdom because the essence of enslavement is NON-

FREEDOM.  

 And this is a closed circle, and we have returned to the beginning.  

 The only thing you can take with you at the moment of your death and 

what you have left are your own energies and emotions that you have created in 

your life and the memories of what you have experienced. This is what is the 

exclusive property of the human being which belongs only to you and this will 

never be taken by anyone, absolutely no one because the energy she/he has 

created is an integral and indivisible part of her/him across all time of her/his 

being. 

 And so it is. Amen.  


